INTRODUCTION

Dysphagia is a common occurrence in patients with tongue cancer (TC), and its treatment has been demonstrated to have significant influence on the function of the tongue during swallowing.1-4 In addition, there are consequences on the physical and mental condition of patients and it reduces their quality of life (QoL).7,8

Patients with oral and oropharyngeal cancer are usually treated with surgery, radiotherapy (RT), and chemotherapy (ChT), administered alone or in combination.2-6 The main post-radiotherapy sequelae are mucositis, xerostomia, dysgeusia, hoarseness, fibrosis and osteonecrosis.2-6,9

Chemotherapeutic agents for head and neck cancer (HNC) can impact the ability of patients to swallow thus causing nutritional problems.3,4 The incidence of post-treatment dysphagia in patients with HNC has previously been reported to be between 50% and 60%.2-6 Patients who exhibit worsened swallow function have longer oral transit times, oral and pharyngeal residues, posterior spillover, and shorter duration of cricopharyngeal opening.4 Dysphagia produces a series of consequences such as penetration, aspiration, regurgitation, pneumonia, dehydration, malnutrition, weight loss, and negative impact on QoL.2,4,10-12 Furthermore, dysphagia has the potential of life-threatening infection due to aspiration pneumonia.13

There is ample evidence of the use of palatal augmentation prosthesis (PAP) to enhance dysphagia and dysarthria.2,4,5,7,12,13 PAP are used to model and lower the palatal vault to offer new contact for the remaining portion of the resected tongue. Thus, the patients can perform the functions of swallowing and speech.9,10,12 Despite this evidence elsewhere, use of PAP to manage dysphagia post cancer treatment has not been reported in Chilean literature. Besides, this report describes a technique for PAP where palatal surface was reproduced by a functional impression of the tongue dorsal surface by means of tissue conditioner.

Studies on the QoL of patients with HNC have shown high levels of emotional anguish, physical limitations and damage in social relations.7,8,14,15 Thus, the aims of this cases report study was to describe the effects of PAP and to evaluate the effects on the quality of life of six Chilean patients with post-treatment dysphagia of tongue cancer.

CASES REPORT METHODS

This clinical report consisted of six patients with tongue cancer treated at the Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery of the Guillermo Grant Benavente Hospital, at Concepción, Chile. All the patients were referred by their otolaryngologist (OTL) to the Oral Prosthetic Rehabilitation Program at the School of Dentistry at Universidad de Concepción for fabricated dental prosthesis. Patients were evaluated before and after the PAP placement by an OTL, a speech language pathologist (SLP), and a prosthodontist. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Universidad de Concepción, and Guillermo Grant Benavente Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

A clinical swallow assessment was conducted by the SLP. Motor evaluation of the oral structure and swallowing trials with three different food textures were performed.

A fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES) procedure was performed by an OTL, using an (Olympus endoscope, model 1420721, Japan), with two different consistencies (liquid and paste). Solid foods were excluded because not all patients could ingest this consistency. Alterations were observed from the pharynx, such as detection of retention of food and fluids in the pharynx after the swallow, several swallows per bolus, penetration into the airway, and posterior spillover.

Clinical evaluation was done by a prosthodontist. Xerostomia was assessed by self-reported oral dryness and by clinically assessing dry mouth.

Conventional removable complete dentures (RCD) and removable partial dentures (RPD) with forged steel retainer were fabricated by the prosthodontist with maximum palatal coverage. The patient was given a trial period from two weeks to one month in order to adjust to these new prostheses. Then a functional impression of the dorsal surface of the tongue was made. A thick mix of tissue-conditioning material (Coe-Crystal, GC America Inc. Alsip IL, USA) was placed on the palatal external surface of the prosthesis, and then reshaped by the tongue-palate contact during swallowing water (Figure 1. A, B). Incremental addition of tissue conditioner was sustained until a swallowing reflex was produced, with the following characteristics: comfort swallowing, ability to swallow a sip of water once, and lack of cough reflex after swallowing.

The new contours of palatal vaults were processed with transparent heat-curing acrylic resin (Mellodont, Heraeus, Gruner Weg, Germany).
To assess the QoL of patients, the Spanish validation in Chilean patients of the University of Washington Head and Neck Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (UW-QoL) version 4, was applied. After two to five months of PAP placement, clinical evaluation of swallowing, FEES and Questionnaire UW-QoL were repleted.

PARTICIPANTS

Patient A: This was a 61-year-old man who had been diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the base of the tongue (T3N2cMO). Surgery with bilateral neck dissection was performed, followed by RT, and ChT. Xerostomia, trismus, dysphonia and osteomyelitis were post treatment complications. Intracoral examination revealed a partially edentulous non-denture wearer. In the swallowing evaluation, a mild degree of oropharyngeal dysphagia (OPD) was diagnosed, characterized by inability for solid food intake, movement of neck when swallowing, nasal regurgitation, escape of food out the mouth, increased oral transit times, presence of cough, as well as liquid and paste oral and pharyngeal residues. Posterior spillover with liquid was also observed. RPD-type PAP and RPD were fabricated. After five months wearing dentures and receiving SLP-therapy, numerous improvements were observed in swallowing, which included the ability to eat solid food, decreased oral transit time, disappearance of escape foods out of mouth, no cough, no nasal regurgitation, no oral and pharyngeal residues, no posterior spillover after swallowing and no movement of neck swallowing. The total index of QoL had increased from 76 to 81.

Patient B: This was a 59-year-old male who was treated with RT and ChT for SCC of the base of tongue and pharynx (T2N0M0). Xerostomia and tritinitus were post treatment alterations. Clinical examination showed that the patient wearing maxillary and mandibular RCD no longer provided comfortable function. Clinical swallow assessment and FEES revealed a mild degree of OPD branded by inability for solid food intake, presence of cough during eating, paste oral and pharyngeal residues, and posterior spillover of liquids and paste. The patient received a RCD maxillary-type PAP and a mandibular RCD. After four months wearing prostheses and without complementary therapy with SLP, the patient showed a greater improvement in his ability to eat solid food; there was no cough, no oral residues, and no posterior spillover with both consistencies. UW-QoL composite score with PAP was significantly improved from 74 to 85 after PAP was placed. The patient reported improvements in mastication, aesthetics, ability to socialize and comfort levels during the observed time period.

Patient C: This was a 68-year-old man who had received RT and ChT treatment for SCC on the posterior lateral border and on the ventral of the tongue with compromise of the oral floor (T4N2aM0). As a result of cancer treatment, xerostomia, trismus, tritinitus and dysphonia were found. Oral examination showed a completely edentulous patient, wearing denture with no stability. Swallowing evaluation revealed a mild degree of OPD with inability for solid food intake, cough, pharyngeal residue after swallowing with paste, and posterior spillover with liquids and paste. The prosthetic treatment was RCD maxillary type-PAP and mandibular RCD. Four months later, after wearing prostheses and receiving therapy with SLP, many improvements were observed in his swallowing, which included the ability to eat solid food, vanishing cough, disappearance of pharyngeal residues and posterior spillover after swallowing. Despite these improvements, oral residues after swallowing appeared. The patient was pleased with his PAP and expressed improved satisfaction. His UW-QoL composite score increased from 56 to 74.

Patient D: This was a 68-year-old man who presented SCC of the base of the tongue, left tonsil, and pharynx. Cervical node metastastic was detected (T3N2aM0). The patient underwent surgery with bilateral neck dissection, RT, and ChT. The intraoral examination exhibited a partially edentulous non-denture wearer. Post treatment complications included xerostomia, ankyloglossia and dysarthria. Clinical swallow assessment diagnosed a mild degree of OPD characterized by inability for solid food intake, cough, increased oral transit time, paste oral and pharyngeal residues, posterior spillover and penetration with liquids and paste. Maxillary RPD-type PAP and mandibular RPD were fabricated. The patient did not wear the prostheses permanently and declined therapy with SLP. Three months after insertion of prostheses, the patient showed only one improvement: solid food intake. UW-QoL composite score experienced a slight decrease from 73 to 69 after wearing PAP.

Patient E: This was a 78-year-old man with a history of SCC of the ventral surface and lateral posterior tongue border (T2N0M0), treated by surgery with bilateral node neck dissection, RT, and ChT. Oral examination revealed an edentulous patient with xerostomia. He was wearing only maxillary RCD and was unable to wear his mandibular complete denture. The swallowing evaluation revealed a mild degree of OPD featuring inability for solid food intake, escape of food out the mouth, increased oral transit time, movement of neck, cough, as well as liquids and paste oral and pharyngeal residues, and posterior spillover with liquid.

Prosthetic rehabilitation included RCD maxillary denture-type PAP and a mandibular RCD. The patient did not wear the PAP permanently during the adaptation period. After two months of intermittent wear and without complementary therapy with SLP, various improvements were found including ability to eat solid food, disappearance of escape foods out of mouth, disappearance of cough and of movement of neck. Also, oral and pharyngeal residues with liquids vanished. With PAP the UW-QoL composite score experienced improvements from 54 to 65.

Patient F: This was a 50-year-old man who was treated for SCC on the right lateral border of the tongue and the oral floor (T4N0Mx). His medical history revealed that the patient had received surgery with bilateral node neck dissection and RT. The patient presented xerostomia, dysartria and depression as adverse effects of cancer treatment. Intracoral examination exposed a partially edentulous non-denture wearer patient. Clinical evaluation of swallowing and FEES were performed and a diagnosis of OPD was made. OPD was typified by restrictive solid food intake, increased oral transit time and oral and pharyngeal residues with paste, posterior spillover and penetration of liquids and paste. Prosthetic treatment consisted of RPD maxillary-type PAP. The mandibular removable prosthesis was excluded from the treatment options because of severe atrophy of ridge. After three months wearing PAP in an intermittent way and without therapy with SLP, only one improvement was observed for dysphagia, which consisted in the disappearance of oral residues after swallowing and liquid penetration. In addition, a significant improvement was observed in speech, which allowed him to move away from the depression he had developed after surgery. The results of the survey UW-QoL composite score experienced a great improvement, shifting from 31 to 65 post insertion of PAP.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1. (A) Tissue conditioner impression material applied on the maxillary denture palate, so tongue can mold material during speech and swallowing. (B) Maxillary occlusal view of incremental addition of tissue conditioner.
Dysphagia is an important symptom of tongue cancer in latter stages. It also represents a significant complication in cancer therapy.\textsuperscript{2,4,5,10} Negative effects that surgery, ChT, RT, and multimodality treatment protocols have on tongue function have been documented.\textsuperscript{2,4,5,10} The results of the current cases report show that PAP was effective as a complement therapy of dysphagia in post-tongue cancer patients. PAP positively affected oral and pharyngeal phases of swallowing in all patients. These findings are in agreement with results from previous studies.\textsuperscript{9,10,13}

PAP fabrication commonly uses a technique to reproduce palatal vault by means of different impression materials, except for tissue conditioners.\textsuperscript{9,10} This report describes an innovative technique for PAP fabrication where functional impression of the dorsal surface of the tongue was made precisely with tissue conditioner, reshaped by tongue-palate contact during swallowing water.

One disabling complication was inadequate bolus propulsion, leaving oral or pharyngeal residue after swallowing. Fluid intake improved after insertion of PAP as introrail liquid residues disappeared in all patients, and pharyngeal residues in 67\% (two out of three) of patients. Swallowing paste was also affected favorably with PAP. For 60\% (three out of five) of patients these oral level residues disappeared, while for 33\% (two out of six) pharyngeal level also disappeared. These data support findings in previous studies.\textsuperscript{9,11}

Retention of pharyngeal residues increases the risk of penetration and aspiration; therefore, it should be treated promptly.\textsuperscript{9,11}

From the patients who had multiple swallows with liquid, 75\% (three of out four) improved swallowing by wearing PAP. Fifty percent (three out of six) decreased the number of swallows necessary to clean a bolus of paste, but no patient was able to swallow in one go. Others researchers have also found that higher viscosity of the bolus is more difficult to swallow among this kind of patients.\textsuperscript{9,11}

The posterior spillover of food from the oral cavity into the pharynx is a sign presented in patients treated from HNC. This is due to insufficient mobility of the base of the tongue to rise and reach the soft palate, which prevents them from achieving the correct closure of the posterior oral sphincter.\textsuperscript{12} All patients in this study showed posterior spillover of liquids, 50\% (three out of six) improved after the insertion of PAP. Fifty percent of patients (two out of four) with posterior spillover with paste improved by wearing PAP.

Dysphagia in post-tongue cancer patients can cause a decrease in daily living activities and QoL.\textsuperscript{7,8,15} In the current study, the global QoL score before prosthodontic treatment was 60.6 (±17.5) on average, and the most affected domains were swallowing (100\%) and saliva (xerostomia; 100\%). After prosthodontic treatment with PAP, the global QoL score was 73.0 (±8.5) on average. This means that prosthetic therapy with PAP had a positive impact on the QoL of patients in the present study.

This clinical report demonstrates effective collaboration between dental, OTL and SLP professionals for patients who have suffered significant functional disabilities due to tongue cancer and its treatment sequelae. The ability of clinicians to rehabilitate dysphagia is essential for the future of the QoL for patients treated from tongue cancer.

**CONCLUSION**

In this limited sample size cases report, results indicate that after the insertion of PAP, with palatal surface reproduced by a functional impression made of tissue conditioner, patients' Quality of Life increased and dysphagia due to tongue cancer and its treatment improved.
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